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Abstract 

As the broadcast industry continues to transform itself, leveraging new infrastructure 

and transport mediums for content production and delivery, the concept of the All-IP 

Studio is making inroads. Therefore, a significant focus has been placed on Ethernet 

and IP transport as the basis of these new systems, including the transport of Video, 

Audio and Ancillary data with the likes of the SMPTE ST 2110 standards. This 

multipart series covers a specific aspect of this ongoing transformation; the transport 

and use of phase and frequency for the purpose of timing over a converged IP 

network. 

In this series we will start from the basics of the IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol 

(PTP) [1], its relationship to the broadcast industry and the related network 

requirements. As we build out from the basics, we will cover specific PTP design 

considerations, both from a network and end-node perspective. This series will then 

focus on more advanced topics, such as PTP redundancy, where we will drill deeper 

into the technical details. 

1. Introduction 

As described in the previous parts of this series, the IEEE 1588 Precision Time 

Protocol (PTP) plays a significant role in new systems designed around an IP centric 

transport model, especially those that are based on the SMPTE ST 2110 document 

series. 

In this part we will focus on the IP network design specifics that need to be 

considered when planning for the transport of PTP over such networks. Since there 

are several different requirements linked to content production, size, location, 

distances and so forth, infrastructure topologies may vary significantly from one use 

case to another. Therefore, we will address the network requirements as a series of 

parameters to be taken into consideration during the design phase. This approach 

will allow for tuning the network model to best fulfil the use case requirements. 

Ultimately, the design will be challenged by the technical and functional constraints 

imposed by the devices that are selected as the network endpoints. 

2. PTP messaging path selection 

Before we get into design details, there are several upfront questions that should be 

reflected upon. These will establish some of the base requirements for the PTP 

transport design process. 

How are PTP messages distributed from the elected Grand Master (and the 

passive/backup GMs) to all the devices on the network? 
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The GM redundancy model and the distribution of the PTP messages across the 

network do play a significant role in how to architect one of the key PTP components; 

even more so in redundant networks prevalent in broadcasting environments. 

Two schools of thought tend to prevail here: The first is to have a single active GM for 

all network(s) so that PTP devices, wherever they may be connected, including those 

on a fully redundant A/B (Red/Blue) network, will always be locked to the same GM. 

Other (auxiliary) GMs will remain in passive state unless the current GM fails. 

Typically, what is required is a network “feeder” layer to distribute the GM PTP 

messages to multiple networks and/or different network segments. This layer should 

be solely dedicated to the transport of PTP messages between the different network 

fabrics. 

The second approach independently locks multiple GMs to a common primary 

reference, typically a GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) source such as 

GPS or Galileo, and in some cases to multiple sources at the same time for better 

accuracy and stability. Consequently, different parts of the networks may be locked to 

varying GMs. If all GMs derive their time information from a common GNSS feed, the 

assumption is that in a well-designed system the relative time difference of all PTP 

Slaves will remain well below 50ns, regardless of the GM they are locked to. Figure 1 

shows a long-term measurement of the relative offset between two PTP Slaves each 

locked to a different GM. The data was derived by comparing the 1PPS signals of 

both devices. 

 

Figure 1: Comparison of 1pps plot from 2 separate GMs 

Since the GMs are traced back to the same primary reference, their time information 

can be declared with the “traceable” flag in the PTP messages, which can be carried 

over into the corresponding SDP file generated by a sender. Phase/frequency 

alignment may therefore be adequate for the majority of media applications. 
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In either case, continuous in-band and out-of-band monitoring of all GMs is required 

to ensure that the overall PTP subsystem is operating within expected boundaries. 

We will further develop the topic of PTP monitoring in a subsequent part of this 

series. 

How do I configure my Grand Master hierarchy? 

The (Grand)Master election is based on the Best Master Clock Algorithm (BMCA) 

which will elect according to the group of parameters in the following precedence. 

They are announced by any PTP device that takes part in the election process: 

Priority1, Clock Class, Clock Accuracy, Clock Variance, Priority2 and Source PortID. 

Priority1 and Priority2 are user settable fields; the values of other fields are derived 

from the reference clock that the PTP device is currently using and the MAC address 

of the interface. 

In most cases, the GM redundancy scheme is something that would be planned and 

accounted for, hence using the Priority1 and Priority2 fields allows the creation of a 

specific hierarchy amongst the candidate devices. An assumption is that all candidate 

GMs are equal with respect to the quality of the local oscillator and the performance 

of the timestamping hardware and are locked to a primary reference that is common 

to all. In so doing, the Clock Class, Accuracy and, most likely, Variance will be 

identical. 

Priority1 is the “sledgehammer” field and should be used with great caution. 

Configuring this field will override any Clock quality changes in the GM, thereby 

impacting performance in the case that the GM is degraded due to loss of lock to the 

primary reference, resulting in reduced Accuracy or increased Variance. Therefore, 

using this field for setting all candidate GMs to the same value is a reasonable 

approach and avoids causing hierarchy issues. 

Priority2 allows for a more granular approach such that, once the tie between the 

different GM candidates is down to a specific denominator, the use of this field 

controls the specific order in which GMs should be elected. This removes election 

uncertainty between GMs assuming no other external factors are involved. 

Is the primary intent to run PTP traffic in-line with essence or as a separate service? 

The question may appear odd, but if you think about it, this is akin to “Shall I sync 

from SDI or Black & Burst?” There is no obligation to have PTP traffic in-line with 

essence. The synchronisation of the PTP stack in the endpoint can be done on any 

interface that can process PTP event messages using hardware timestamping and 

therefore drive the clock of that device with sufficient accuracy. From a PTP stack 

perspective, the interface choice makes no difference. It is purely an administrative 

design consideration. This choice also dictates which interfaces PTP messages will 

be flowing over: Data (essence) vs. management, or a dedicated PTP network. In 
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any case, a well-designed NIC with hardware PTP timestamping, as discussed in 

part 2 of this series, is strongly recommended to reach the desired accuracy. 

3. PTP “aware” vs. “non-aware” requirements 

In part 1 of the series, we discussed PTP-aware network devices, and in part 2 we 

further explained how these devices function, specifically the Transparent Clocks 

(TC) and Boundary Clocks (BC). In the same manner that hardware PTP 

timestamping improves the accuracy for a PTP node running as an endpoint, the BCs 

and TCs perform the same task at the network level. Additionally, in the case of BCs, 

they provide the capability of segmenting the PTP traffic on a per-port basis, thereby 

isolating the majority of PTP messages to the devices connected to that physical 

port. Other than this specific ability, there are no drawbacks to using TCs vs. BCs 

and combining them in a network design. Either of these devices will increase the 

accuracy vs. PTP “non-aware” switches. 

The impact of PTP “non-aware” switches in network environments that transport 

media essence has been well documented [2], explaining the significant increase in 

offset that can occur due to packet congestion and loss. As the transition to an All-IP 

system rolls out and the dependency on PTP increases, the use of PTP “non-aware” 

devices should be prevented or restricted to very specific setups where the impact of 

PTP loss or inaccuracies is well understood and accounted for. 

4. Network architecture 

As mentioned in the introduction, the design of the IP network is often influenced by 

factors such as space, power, cooling, port density, distance between devices and so 

on. Some factors may be temporary, others may be long term. They may either be 

planned due to physical constraints (layout) or logical ones (product choices). No 

matter the technical inputs you are working with, or around, you will most likely need 

to compromise. 

Many discussions start with “should I build a modular or a distributed network?” In 

other terms, we are talking about a large centralised IP switching fabric with a high 

port count or a distributed “spine-leaf” fabric that is typically made up of fewer ports 

on smaller devices interconnected to a series of core devices to exchange traffic. 
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Figure 2: Modular vs. Spine/Leaf network design 

Whilst PTP isn’t the main driver in the definition of the network topology, it must 

nevertheless be taken account of. A significant impact on design and performance 

may occur if it is overlooked. In all cases, the network must be engineered to avoid 

oversubscription on any of the links. This is essential not only because of the impact 

on the essence being transported, but also to avoid PTP messages from being 

delayed (jitter) or discarded (loss). These would introduce asymmetries in the PTP 

path and cause accuracy issues that the PTP stack would need to attempt to 

compensate for. 

The capacity for a switch to handle many PTP messages originating from multiple 

devices per port may be required, especially in topologies where BCs are used on 

the core/spine and TCs or PTP non-aware switches are used downstream. In such 

cases the TC or PTP non-aware switches will forward all the PTP messages to the 

upstream device (assuming it is running the MASTER role), hence the fan-out may 

be of the order of 10s, 100s or more PTP devices connected to a single switch port. 

The processing of those PTP messages should be well understood when designing 

the network since you may inadvertently cause a denial of service against the 

MASTER port and possibly the whole BC or GM, if there are too many PTP 

messages to be processed. This same issue may occur with any PTP device that is 

listening to the PTP traffic. 

Another area that is often discussed is around the type of interface, typically Layer 2 

switched or Layer 3 routed ports. From a PTP perspective, these are treated 

identically. The mode in which the interface on the switch is operating shouldn’t 

impact PTP. It is treated as a PTP port irrespective of the L2 or L3 configuration. 

Some PTP implementations on switches will allow for PTP clock separation not only 

at a physical interface level but also at a logical level. These are implementation 

dependent and allow for additional granularity in configuring PTP: 

- VLAN: PTP messages may be sent as untagged, fixed to a single VLAN ID or 

flexible whereby you may select which VLANs have a PTP clock enabled, 

such as part of an 802.1q trunked interface. 
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- Link Aggregation / Port Channel: Other than the 2 interface types mentioned 

above, many implementations allow for running PTP across aggregation links. 

It may be a case of configuring it for the aggregation link or the individual 

interface in the aggregation link, providing additional granularity towards 

devices that may or may not work well when running PTP over multiple 

interfaces. 

- Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF): Some implementations allow for 

running PTP in a specific VRF context, as a means of isolating PTP traffic 

within a specific Layer 3 part of the network, akin to what can be done by 

specifying specific VLAN IDs at Layer 2. 

These features may be of use as part of the design strategy for the deployment of 

PTP to further control which interfaces, endpoints and routing context have visibility 

of the PTP messages. 

5. Other design considerations that may impact PTP 

Where should I connect my GM(s)? 

This question should be rephrased as: “Does the location at which my GM(s) are 

connected impact the accuracy or redundancy of my PTP infrastructure?” The 

location at which GM and candidate GM(s) are connected (either to the spine/core or 

leaf switch(es)) doesn’t change the way PTP messages are propagated. 

Considerations are the cost of the port(s) used for the connection; 1, 10, 25 or 100 

GE ports have different cost profiles and “footprint value” on the switches. Modern 

BC implementations cause limited oscillation, and in a centralised core or spine/leaf 

architecture, every PTP node is only a couple of hops away. The impact on SMPTE 

2059-2 [3] based systems is therefore minimal. 

How can I reduce the load of PTP messages on the network? 

By default, the 2059-2 profile sends all PTP messages as multicast. This implies that 

every PTP node must listen to all the multicast messages sent, whether relevant to it 

or not. Therefore, the load on a shared segment where multiple PTP devices are 

communicating increases as the number of connected devices grows. This can 

cause issues with the PTP message processing on endpoints, due to having to listen 

and process all PTP messages before discarding the non-relevant messages. 

By using a “mixed-mode”, sometimes also called a “hybrid mode” of operation, 

whereby messages from a PTP node running as a Slave to the Master are sent using 

unicast and the respective responses from the Master to the Slave are also unicast 

as per the IEEE 1588 standard, the overall PTP load on the network is reduced to a 

minimum. The Master port will process the same number of messages whereas the 

Slaves will only process the multicast announce, sync and management messages, 

and the unicast delay response messages from its own unicast delay requests. 
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How about PTP Management TLV messages? 

The acknowledgement (Ack) messages of those PTP management TLV messages 

should be sent as unicast from the PTP node to the GM that issued the message as 

per ST 2059-2. This will prevent multicast Ack storms that propagate across the 

network and may cause a snowball effect of responses to responses, whatever the 

response status may be. 

How can I prevent misconfigured PTP devices from impacting PTP stability? 

Most network vendors have a feature that allows the user to configure the PTP ports 

on the switch to be “forced” to a Master-only state. By doing so, even if PTP devices 

connected to that port send announce messages that could trigger a BMCA and 

Master election, those are ignored. 

Another feature that is part of the IEEE 1588 standard is called AMT (Acceptable 

Master Table), which provides a whitelist of ClockIDs that a PTP device may listen to. 

The whitelist would typically contain the ClockIDs of the GMs and candidate GMs and 

is applied to end nodes and/or network switches that support this. 

Can I run PTP over a Wide Area Network (WAN)? 

As highlighted earlier, the accuracy and stability of PTP is dependent on PTP “aware” 

devices that perform accurate hardware timestamping in order to meet the 

requirements. As such, networks where the transport is built using an overlay model 

such as MPLS, VxLAN or other techniques that obfuscate the physical layer from the 

transport layer, will prevent hardware timestamping at each physical node. Therefore, 

PTP messages carried across these links will not be time stamped as they would on 

the local network infrastructure. Unless you have physical access to the Layer 1 

transport such as optical wavelengths or dark fibre, you will not benefit from such a 

transport for PTP. This shouldn’t be of a concern in most cases, as we explained 

above, if the primary reference clocks are common and traceable, you should be able 

to use a GM per location whilst still maintaining accurate and stable timing. 

Running PTP over a WAN has been intensively investigated in other application 

domains such as the telecom industry. To reach accuracies better than 1µs, 

extensive linear and non-linear filtering combined with high message rates, is 

mandatory. These implementations require very long settling times as well as 

additional means to counteract asymmetries that are common in such environments. 

6. Coming up next 

In the next part of this series, we will delve deeper into why PTP via ST 2059-2 is a 

key component of the ST 2110 system and media flows.  
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